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Using polarization-resolved electronic Raman scattering we study under-doped, optimally-doped
and over-doped Ba1−xKxFe2As2 samples in the normal and superconducting states. We show that
low-energy nematic fluctuations are universal for all studied doping range. In the superconducting
state, we observe two distinct superconducting pair breaking peaks corresponding to one large and
one small superconducting gaps. In addition, we detect a collective mode below the superconduct-
ing transition in the B2g channel and determine the evolution of its binding energy with doping.
Possible scenarios are proposed to explain the origin of the in-gap collective mode. In the supercon-
ducting state of the under-doped regime, we detect a re-entrance transition below which the spectral
background changes and the collective mode vanishes.

I. INTRODUCTION16

Multi-band systems often exhibit complex phase di-17

agrams. Host to spin-density-wave and nematic order18

in the underdoped regime and critical behavior for dop-19

ings near the maximum superconducting (SC) transi-20

tion temperature Tc, the Fe-based superconductors pro-21

vide a play-ground for studying many-body electronic22

interactions and emerging collective modes. Although23

still debated, many theories claim that the unconven-24

tional superconductivity of the Fe-based superconduc-25

tors itself derives from effective low-energy electronic26

interactions1–3, thus justifying the quest for a thorough27

understanding of their nature.28

For the high-Tc cuprate superconductors, one of the29

hallmarks of unconventional superconductivity was the30

observation of a neutron spin resonance mode appear-31

ing in the SC state at the antiferromagnetic wave vec-32

tor Q4–12. Interestingly, a similar magnetic resonance33

mode has also been detected at 14 meV in the archetype34

Fe-based superconductor Ba0.6K0.4Fe2As2
13,14. Corre-35

sponding signatures of bosonic modes were also detected36

by single electron spectroscopies such as angle-resolved37

photoemission spectroscopy (ARPES)15 and scanning38

tunneling spectroscopy (STS)16. A sharp mode at39

10 meV has also been reported in the parent compound17.40

These observations confirm the existence of collective ex-41

citations in the Fe-based superconductors. However, due42

to the complex coupling between the spin, charge, lat-43

tice and orbital degrees of freedom18, their origin is more44

difficult to interpret than for the simpler single band45

cuprates.46

For the Fe-based superconductors, electronic Ra-47

man spectroscopy, which directly couples to spin sin-48

glet charge excitation at zero momentum, has re-49

cently revealed in-gap collective modes which have never50

been reported for the cuprates or conventional super-51

conductors. For example, strong and sharp in-gap52

modes were observed for the NaFe1−xCoxAs (the Na-53

111 electron-doped family) superconductors in both the54

fully-symmetric and the quadrupolar channels 19. In-gap55

Raman active modes were also reported for the electron-56

doped Ba(Fe1−xCox)2As2 family 20 and for hole-doped57

Ba0.6K0.4Fe2As2
21–23. While several interpretations for58

these remarkable resonances were proposed19,20,24–34, the59

origin of the electronic interactions leading to these in-60

gap resonances for multi-band Fe-based superconductors61

remains unresolved and calls for more extensive studies.62

In this work we use polarization-resolved Raman spec-63

troscopy to study the Ba1−xKxFe2As2 family of su-64

perconductors as function of the hole-doping, in both65

the normal and SC states. We demonstrate that the66

critical quadrupolar nematic charge fluctuations of XY-67

symmetry persist across the entire phase diagram, sim-68

ilar to the family of electron-doped materials 19. In ad-69

dition, nematic fluctuations of (X2-Y2)-symmetry have70

also been detected. In the SC state, we observe pair-71

breaking coherence peaks at energies consistent with the72

values reported by single-particle spectroscopies. In addi-73

tion, we study the evolution of the binding energy of the74

XY-symmetry in-gap collective mode with doping. We75

report a re-entrance behavior from the four-fold symme-76

try broken to the four-fold symmetry preserved phase in77

the SC state of the underdoped Ba0.75K0.25Fe2As2.78
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In Sec. II, we introduce the sample preparation and the79

Raman experiments. We present our Raman results for80

three dopings in the A1g, B1g and B2g symmetry chan-81

nels in Sec. III A and Sec. III B for the normal and SC82

states, respectively. In Sec. IV, we discuss possible sce-83

narios for the origin of the in-gap mode. The results are84

summarized in Sec. V.85

II. EXPERIMENT86

Single crystals of Ba1−xKxFe2As2 (x = 0.25, 0.487

and 0.6, with Tc values of 31 K, 38 K and 25 K, re-88

spectively) were grown by the self-flux method as de-89

scribed in Ref. 35. These samples are labeled UD (under-90

doped), OPD (optimally-doped) and OD (over-doped),91

respectively. The crystals used for Raman scatter-92

ing were cleaved in nitrogen gas atmosphere and posi-93

tioned in a continuous flow liquid helium optical cryostat.94

Since the optimally-doped sample was cleaved twice, the95

corresponding sets of data are labeled “OPD#1” and96

“OPD#2”.97

The measurements presented here were performed in a98

quasi-back scattering geometry along the c-axis using a99

Kr+ ion laser. Except for inset of of Fig. 5(c), for which100

the 752 nm (1.65 eV) laser line was used, all data were101

recorded with 647.1 nm (1.92 eV) excitation. The inci-102

dent laser beam was focused onto a 50 × 100 µm2 spot103

on the ab-surface, with an incident power smaller than 10104

and 3 mW for measurements in the normal and SC states,105

respectively. The scattered light was collected and ana-106

lyzed by a triple-stage Raman spectrometer designed for107

high-stray light rejection and throughput, and recorded108

using a liquid nitrogen-cooled charge-coupled detector.109

The Raman spectra were corrected for the spectral re-110

sponses of the spectrometer and detector. The tempera-111

ture has been corrected for the laser heating.112

In this manuscript, we define X and Y along the113

2 Fe unit cell crystallographic axes a and b (at 45◦ de-114

grees from the Fe-Fe direction) in the tetragonal phase,115

whereas X′ and Y′ are along the Fe-Fe directions, as116

shown is Figs. 1(a)-1(b).117

For crystals with the D4h point group symmetry, the118

XX, X′Y′ and XY Raman geometries probe the A1g+B1g,119

A2g + B1g and A2g+ B2g channels, respectively36. As-120

suming the same featureless luminescence background121

IBG for all polarization geometries and that the A2g re-122

sponse is negligible, the imaginary part of the Raman123

susceptibility in the A1g channel can be obtained by sub-124

tracting the X′Y′ spectrum from the XX spectrum and125

then dividing by the Bose-Einstein factor 1 + n(ω, T ).126

The imaginary part of the Raman susceptibility in the127

B1g and B2g channels can be obtained from X′Y′ and128

XY spectra, respectively.129

FIG. 1. (Color online) (a) Crystal structure of
Ba1−xKxFe2As2. (b) Definition of the X, Y, X′ and Y′ di-
rections. The green and black lines represent the 4-Fe and
2-Fe unit cells, respectively. (c) Schematic representation of
the Fermi surface of Ba1−xKxFe2As2 in the 2-Fe Brillouin
zone.

III. RESULTS130

A. Normal state131

In Figs. 2(a)-2(i), we show the normal state Raman132

spectra of Ba1−xKxFe2As2 in three different symmetry133

channels. The sharp mode around 182 cm−1 detected at134

room temperature in Figs. 2(a)-2(c) corresponds to a A1g135

phonon. The phonon frequency hardens upon cooling 38.136

The phonon intensity strengthens with K doping. The137

B2g symmetry electronic continuum strengthens upon138

cooling from 300 K to 40 K [Figs. 2(d)-2(f)]. In particular,139

at low temperature a broad low-energy feature centered140

around 100 cm−1 develops. Similar quasi-elastic scatter-141

ing was previously related to quadrupolar nematic fluc-142

tuations 19,39. We note that the intensity of this quasi-143

elastic scattering for Ba1−xKxFe2As2 is weaker than for144

Ba(Fe1−xCox)2As2
23,40,41, which is possibly due to the145

different anisotropic properties of the electron-doped and146

hole-doped Fe-based superconductors also noted by resis-147

tivity measurements 42,43. In addition to the B1g phonon148

at 208 cm−1, the spectra in the B1g symmetry channel149

also contains quasi-elastic scattering features similar to150

the one discussed above [Figs. 2(g)-2(i)].151

In Figs. 2(j)-2(l), we show the static Raman sus-152

ceptibilities χB1g
(0, T ) and χB2g

(0, T ) obtained via the153

Kramers-Kronig transformation with a high-energy cut-154

off at 350 cm−1 justified by an already small χ′′(ω)/ω155

integrand at that energy. We used a linear extrapola-156

tion for the χ′′(ω) below 10 cm−1. The B1g phonon was157

removed by fitting before the Kramers-Kronig transfor-158

mation. The susceptibilities show general enhancement159
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FIG. 2. (Color online). Doping and temperature evolution of the Raman susceptibility of Ba1−xKxFe2As2 in different symmetry
channels. Left column: UD (x = 0.25); Central column: OPD#1(x = 0.4); Right column: OD (x = 0.6). (a)-(c) Temperature
dependence of the Raman response in the A1g channel. The asterix in (a) marks a small peak due to laser plasma, whereas
the arrow indicates a A1g phonon. (d)-(f) Temperature dependence of the Raman response in the B2g channel. (g)-(i) Same
as (d)-(f) but for the B1g channel. (j)-(l) T -dependence of the static Raman susceptibilities χB2g (0, T ) (red solid circles) and

χB1g (0, T ) (blue solid squares). The inset of (j) shows the inverse nematic susceptibility 1/χelnem (black line) of Ba0.86K0.24Fe2As2
extracted from Young’s modulus measurements in Ref. 37. The cyan dots in the inset of (j) are values of 1/χB2g (0, T ) derived
from Raman.

upon cooling from room temperature followed by a mild160

reduction at low temperatures. χB2g
(0, T ) is larger than161

χB1g
(0, T ) in the under-doped [Fig. 2 (k)] and optimally-162

doped [Fig. 2 (l)] samples, suggesting that the B2g chan-163
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TABLE I. Summary of the SC gaps and bosonic modes de-
duced from Raman scattering, ARPES, STS and inelastic
neutron scattering (INS). UD, OPD and OD refer to under-
doped, optimally-doped and over-doped samples, respectively.
We caution that the doping of the under-doped and over-
doped samples measured by different techniques may be dif-
ferent and that the collective modes observed by Raman and
by other types of spectroscopies may have different origins.
All energies are given in units of meV.

Raman Raman ARPES STS INS
(This work) (21,22)

∆
(UD)
α 9 47 6 48

∆
(UD)
β 3.8 4 47 3.8 48

E
(UD)
CM 12 8 48 12.5 49

∆
(OPD)
α 10.8 (B2g) 10.6 9-13 50–52 10.5 53

∆
(OPD)
β 4.4 4.4 5-6 50–52 6 53

E
(OPD)
CM 17.5 17.5 13±2 15 14 16 14 13

∆
(OD)
α 10 8 54 6 53

∆
(OD)
β 3 4 54 3 53

E
(OD)
CM 14 12 55

nel is the dominant channel for the nematic fluctuations.164

However, the B1g and B2g symmetry susceptibilities are165

quite similar in the over-doped regime. In a recent study166

of BaFe2(As0.5P0.5)2, it was argued that the similar-167

ity between the χB1g
(0, T ) and χB2g

(0, T ) static suscep-168

tibilities could originate from a disorder due to As/P169

substitution44. The same argument could also apply here170

due to the Ba/K substitution.171

In the inset of Fig. 2(j), we show the inverse of the172

static susceptibility 1/χB2g (0, T ) and compare it to the173

measurements of the elastic modulus C66(T ) 45. Follow-174

ing the model proposed in the Ref.37, C66(T ) is renor-175

malized due to the electron-lattice coupling following176

C66(T ) = C66,0-λ2χφ(T ), where C66,0 is the bare elastic177

constant, φ is the nematic order parameter, χφ is the re-178

lated nematic susceptibility, λ is the electron-lattice cou-179

pling constant37,46. The electronic nematic susceptibility180

χelnem(T ) can thus be derived from measurements of the181

elastic modulus C66(T )45 (or Young’s modulus Y110(T )182

with C66/C66,0 ≈ Y110/Y0
37.) As shown in the inset of183

Fig. 2(j), 1/χB2g
(0, T ) from Raman measurements scales184

satisfactorily with 1/χel(T ) computed and scaled from185

Young’s modulus measurements of Ba0.86K0.24Fe2As2186

from Ref. 37. This scaling above TS in the under-doped187

regime suggests that the softening of C66
45 and the en-188

hancement of the Raman static susceptibility upon cool-189

ing are related.190

B. Superconducting state191

Before discussing the Raman scattering features ob-192

served at low temperature, we recall the SC gap val-193

ues obtained by complementary spectroscopic probes in194

optimally-doped Ba1−xKxFe2As2. ARPES studies re-195

port nodeless SC gaps on all Fermi surface (FS) pockets,196

with small or negligible in-plane anisotropy 50,51. While197

a SC gap of 6 meV is found on the holelike β (dxy) FS198

centered at the Γ point, a larger gap of about 12 meV is199

found on all the other pockets, with differences smaller200

than a meV 52. An ARPES study of the SC gap using201

synchrotron radiation, which allows to vary the kz po-202

sition, indicates that the gap size on each FS does not203

vary significantly with kz, except for the Γ-centered hole204

FS formed by the even combination of the dxz and dyz205

orbitals, for which a gap varies between 9 and 12 meV 56.206

Results compatible with ARPES are obtained by STS,207

which reveals two coherence SC peaks at 10.5 meV and208

6 meV 53, and by optical conductivity, for which a SC gap209

of 12.5 meV opens below Tc
57. Thermal conductivity210

measurements are consistent with nodeless gaps for the211

optimally-doped compound58. At the energy scale simi-212

lar to the SC gaps, a 14 meV neutron resonance mode is213

reported below Tc at the antiferromagnetic wave-vector214

Q 13. Interestingly, a 13±2 meV mode energy determined215

from a kink in the electronic dispersion is observed by216

ARPES below Tc on bands quasi-nested by the antiferro-217

magnetic wave-vector 15. STS measurements also reveal218

coupling to a bosonic mode at 14 meV 16. We summarize219

values of the SC gaps and bosonic modes deduced from220

different spectroscopies in TABLE I.221

1. The optimal doping222

In Fig. 3, we compare the Raman spectra at 45 K (nor-223

mal state) and 6 K (SC state) in three symmetry chan-224

nels from optimally-doped samples OPD#1 and OPD#2.225

We first start describing results from the OPD#2 sam-226

ple. In Fig. 3(a), two broad and weak features emerge227

around 70 cm−1 and 210 cm−1, which we assign to A1g228

SC pair breaking peaks corresponding to gap values 2∆229

of 8.8 meV and 26.2 meV, respectively. In Fig. 3(b), a230

small spectral weight suppression is seen below 160 cm−1231

in the B1g channel. In Fig. 3(c), a broad and weak fea-232

ture at 70 cm−1 (8.8 meV) is observed in the B2g chan-233

nel, which we assign to the small gap 2∆β on the β FS234

pocket with dxy character 50,51. Another sharp mode at235

172 cm−1 associated with a SC pair breaking peak at236

2∆α = 21.6 meV appears in the B2g channel, which is237

consistent with the 10-13 meV magnitude measured by238

ARPES for the large SC gap around kz = 0 50–52. The239

large gap value varies from 10.8 meV in the B2g chan-240

nel to 13.1 meV in the A1g channel, in agreement with241

ARPES measurements revealing an anisotropic gap along242

kz
56. Between 2∆β and 2∆α, we detect a sharp mode243

at ECM = 140 cm−1 (17.5 meV), which will be discussed244

below.245

For the OPD#1 sample, only a small broad feature246

around 160 cm−1 is seen in the A1g symmetry response247

[Fig. 3(d)]. In contrast, the spectral features in the B1g248

and B2g channels appear more clearly for the OPD#1249
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FIG. 3. (Color online) (a)-(c) Raman response of
Ba0.4K0.6Fe2As2 (OPD#2) at 45 K (red) and 6 K (blue) in
the (a) A1g, (b) B1g, and (c) B2g channels. The dashed
lines in (c) mark a broad feature at 70 cm−1 (2∆β), a collec-
tive mode (ECM ) around 140 cm−1 and a pair-breaking peak
at 172 cm−1 (2∆α). (d)-(f) Same as (a)-(c) but for sample
OPD#1. For the OPD#1 sample we find 2∆β = 50 cm−1,
ECM = 120 cm−1 and 2∆α = 168 cm−1.

sample than for the OPD#2 sample. In Fig. 3(e), a spec-250

tral weight suppression below Tc is seen below 160 cm−1251

in the B1g channel. For the B2g channel, two sharp modes252

at 120 cm−1 and 168 cm−1, as well as a kink feature at253

50 cm−1, are seen in Fig. 3(f). While little change is ob-254

served for the large SC gap pair breaking peak energy255

as compared to the OPD#2 sample, a substantial shift256

from 70 cm−1 to 50 cm−1 is observed for the small SC gap257

pair breaking peak energy. The sharp ECM mode shifts258

by the same amount, from 140 cm−1 to 120 cm−1 in the259

OPD#1 sample. Since the results for the OPD#2 sam-260

ple are consistent with previous Raman work 21 for the261

optimally-doped compound, we caution that the OPD#1262

sample cleaved in this study must have a slightly differ-263

ent doping due to inhomogeneous K distribution in the264

bulk or rapid sample aging.265

In addition to the sharp peak, a threshold is also ob-266

served around 30 cm−1 in the SC state [Figs. 3(e) and267

3(f)]. This threshold suggests a fundamental gap of268

1.9 meV, consistent with the 2 meV-wide flat bottom269

in the STS spectra 53. No clear threshold is detected in270

the OPD#2 sample though, possibly because the cleaved271

surface is not good enough, as suggested by weaker peaks272

in the B2g channel.273
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FIG. 4. (Color online) Raman response of Ba0.6K0.4Fe2As2
(OD) at 40 K (red) and 6 K (blue) in the B2g channel. The
dashed lines mark a broad peak at 50 cm−1 (2∆β), a collective
mode ECM at 115 cm−1 and a pair breaking peak at 162 cm−1

(2∆α).

2. The over-doped regime274

We now discuss the spectra from the over-doped sam-275

ple. In Fig. 4, we compare the Raman response obtained276

at 40 K (normal state) and 6 K (SC state) in the B2g277

channel. Four features are clearly observed: a threshold278

around 30 cm−1, a kink-like feature around 50 cm−1, and279

two sharp modes at 115 cm−1 and 162 cm−1. As with the280

OPD#1 sample, we assign the threshold to a fundamen-281

tal SC gap. The kink around 50 cm−1 corresponds to the282

small SC gap pair breaking peak with 2∆β = 6 meV. The283

sharp mode at 162 cm−1 corresponds to the large SC gap284

pair breaking peak with 2∆α = 20 meV. As a compar-285

ison, an ARPES study on over-doped Ba0.7K0.3Fe2As2286

(Tc = 22 K) gives ∆α = 8 meV and ∆β = 4 meV54.287

Finally, the sharp mode at 115 cm−1 (14 meV) is asso-288

ciated to the ECM mode. We note that all the features289

for the OD sample are similar to those for the OPD#1290

sample, confirming that the OPD#1 sample might be291

slightly over-doped.292

3. The under-doped regime293

We now discuss results for the under-doped regime.294

In the left column of Fig. 5, we compare the Raman295

responses χ′′(ω) from the under-doped sample at 40 K296

(normal state) and 6 K (SC state) in three symmetry297

channels. A small suppression of spectral weight is298

observed below Tc at low energies in the A1g channel299

[Fig. 5(a)], and the spectra barely change in the B1g300

channel [Fig. 5(b)]. In the B2g channel, however, spec-301

tral weight is transferred from the low-energy, and a302

sharp peak at 60 cm−1 builds up. This peak is also seen303

when 752 nm excitation is used, as shown in the inset304

of Fig. 5(c). Following the interpretation of the kink305

observed at 70 cm−1 at optimal doping, we attribute the306

60 cm−1 feature in the UD sample to a pair breaking peak307
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FIG. 5. (Color online). Raman response of Ba0.75K0.25Fe2As2
(UD30K) at 40 K (red) and 6 K (blue) for the (a) A1g, (b) B1g,
and (c) B2g symmetries. The star in (a) represents a laser
plasma line. The inset in (c) shows the Raman responses
recorded with a 752 nm laser excitation. (d) χ′′B2g

(ω) at vari-

ous temperatures. The dashed lines in (d) indicate 2∆β and
ECM . The red curves in (d) are fits of the ECM peaks. The
yellow and green shadings emphasize different spectral back-
grounds associated to different phases.

with 2∆β = 7.5 meV, which is consistent with the ∆β = 4308

meV gap value reported by ARPES measurements for309

the β (dxy) Γ-centered hole FS pocket for samples with310

similar doping level 47. Surprisingly, the sharp SC pair311

breaking peak at 172 cm−1 observed at low temperature312

for optimally-doped samples is absent in the UD sample.313

Although the reason for this disappearance is unclear,314

we caution that it may be related to the loss of coher-315

ence observed by ARPES experiments for the dxz/dyz316

bands 47.317

As illustrated by the fine temperature dependence of318

the B2g Raman response in Fig. 5(d), the sharp peak319

at 60 cm−1 appears clearly only below 10 K. Interest-320

ingly, the B2g spectrum exhibits clear changes across that321

temperature, as highlighted with yellow and green back-322

grounds in Fig. 5(d). For example, below 10 K the spec-323

tral background is flat between 100 cm−1 and 350 cm−1,324

but shows a broad feature above that temperature.325

These observations are consistent with recent studies on326

Ba1−xKxFe2As2
59,60 and Ba1−xNaxFe2As2

61,62 suggest-327

ing re-entrance into the C4 preserved magnetic phase in328

the under-doped regime. Within this context, the broad329

feature above 10 K can be interpreted as the formation of330

a spin-density-wave gap below the magnetic phase tran-331

TABLE II. Summary of the binding energy of the in-gap
mode in the B2g channel for the OPD and OD samples. All
values are given in cm−1.

Sample 2∆α ECM EB EB/2∆α

OPD#2 172 140 32 0.2
OD 162 115 47 0.3

sition. We note that a pseudo-gap of about 17 meV332

was observed by ARPES below 125 K in under-doped333

Ba0.75K0.25Fe2As2
47. Assuming that this pseudo-gap is334

approximately symmetric with respect to the Fermi en-335

ergy, it would lead to a Raman feature at twice this336

value (∼ 35 meV), which is roughly the position of the337

broad feature observed in Raman data. The sudden dis-338

appearance of the broad feature below 10 K could be ex-339

plained either by a non-magnetic low-temperature phase340

(T < 10 K), which would contradict the phase diagram341

presented in Ref.59, by a different magnetic structure, or342

by restoring the four-fold symmetry at the lowest tem-343

perature. The ECM mode in the UD sample is detected344

around 95 cm−1 only between 22 K and 13 K, emphasiz-345

ing further the difference between the phases above and346

below the phase transition at 10 K.347

IV. DISCUSSION348

In this section we discuss the origin of the ECM mode.349

In Fig. 6(b), we plot the doping dependence of the differ-350

ence between the B2g Raman response function recorded351

in the SC state at 6 K, deep in the SC state, and at the352

normal state. Although both the 2∆α and 2∆β peaks353

shift with doping, the shift is more pronounced for the354

later one [see Fig. 6(c)]. Interestingly, the ECM mode355

moves almost by the same amount as the 2∆β peak: the356

mode is observed at 95 cm−1 (11.9 meV) for x = 0.25, at357

140 cm−1 (17.5 meV) in for x = 0.4 and at 115 cm−1 (14.4358

meV) for x = 0.6 doping levels. The ECM mode energy359

is higher than the gap typically observed by ARPES for360

the β (dxy) band and smaller than the gap observed on361

the other FSs for corresponding dopings 47,50,51. Conse-362

quently, the ECM mode is unlikely related to a SC pair363

breaking peak on the same band.364

We note that the ECM mode energy is similar to the365

sum ∆β + ∆α. One speculative explanation for the ECM366

related to an inter-band scattering process lies in the367

observation of in-gap impurity states by ARPES below368

Tc
63: a photon breaks a Cooper pair out of the con-369

densate and creates a quasi-particle on the band with370

an energy cost ∆α, while the second particle from the371

broken pair is scattered into a quasi-particle state of the372

band with the smaller gap (energy cost ∆β), with the373

help of an impurity taking the recoil for conservation of374

the quasi-momentum. Due to the residual interaction375

coming from both pairing and Coulomb interaction be-376

tween two quasi-particles on different bands, and to some377
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FIG. 6. (Color online). (a) Raman response of
Ba0.75K0.25Fe2As2 in the B2g channel at 13 K. (b) Difference
between the Raman spectra at 6 K in the SC state and in the
normal state, recorded in the B2g channel for different dop-
ings. (c) Summary of the SC pair breaking peaks and in-gap
mode in Ba1−xKxFe2As2 obtained in the B2g channel. The
full and open symbols correspond to results from this work
and from ARPES 47,50,51, respectively.

charge transfer between bands, the cost of this process is378

slightly smaller than ∆α+∆β . However, it is not clear379

within this scenario why the related Raman mode is so380

sharp and symmetric.381

We note that the energy of the ECM mode is similar to382

that of the neutron resonance mode observed only below383

Tc in the triplet channel at the antiferromagnetic wave384

vector 13 and to the kink energy observed in the quasipar-385

ticle dispersion by ARPES also only below Tc
15. In prin-386

ciple, only spin singlet modes with nearly zero momen-387

tum transfer can be probed by Raman scattering. Thus,388

the neutron resonance mode and the Raman collective389

mode are distinct. The fact that the binding energies of390

these two modes are similar suggests that the interaction391

leading to the origin of in-gap resonance in the magnetic392

channel is not that different from the attraction in the393

spin singlet channel. In other words, interactions at mo-394

mentum transfer q = 0 and q = Q (such as intra-pocket395

and inter-pocket interactions, respectively), have similar396

strength. Hence, a proper model description of the collec-397

tive modes in such superconductor, must consider both398

types of interactions on equal footing.399

In Table II, we summarize the binding energy EB =400

2∆α−ECM and the ratio between the binding energy and401

the large gap edge EB/2∆α for OPD#2 and OD samples.402

With doping the binding energy increases from 32 cm−1403

for optimally-doped regime to 47 cm−1 for the over-doped404

regime, and the ratio EB/2∆α increases from 0.2 to 0.3,405

indicating enhancement of the residual interactions with406

doping.407

The interaction could originate from the attraction in408

sub-dominant symmetry particle-particle channel leading409

to a Bardasis-Schrieffer (BS) like exciton19,24,26,29,31,33
410

or, alternatively, from particle-hole attraction lead-411

ing to nematic fluctuations and a Pomeranchuk-like412

exciton19,20,27,33,34. The increase of the binding energy413

with doping within the first BS scenario is an indica-414

tion that the competing d-wave symmetry interaction415

strengthen with doping. Indeed, although fully gapped416

superconductivity is well established in the optimally417

doped regime, numerous experiments suggest that transi-418

tion from nodeless to nodal order parameter appear in the419

heavily hole-doped regime for x > 0.864–68. Because the420

structural instability is suppressed with K-doping, the421

nematic interactions weaken, in agreement with the ob-422

served reduction of the nematic susceptibility with dop-423

ing [Fig. 2 (j-l)].424

However, the nematic fluctuations can grow stronger425

below Tc, where low-lying excitations are gapped and426

thus the damping of the nematic fluctuations is removed.427

In this case nematic fluctuations can gain coherence and428

lead to a particle-hole exciton mode manifesting itself as429

a sharp resonance in the B2g channel19,20,34. Interest-430

ingly, the collective modes that appear in the tetragonal431

phase of the optimally-doped and over-doped samples are432

sharper and stronger than that in the orthorhombic phase433

of the under-doped regime, likely due to suppressed ne-434

matic fluctuations in the orthorhombic phase, where the435

four-fold symmetry is broken.436

We note that for a multi-band system the inter-437

actions of the particle-particle and particle-hole chan-438

nels of the same symmetry representation mix. There-439

fore, the separation between Bardasis-Schrieffer-like and440

Pomeranchuk-like excitons is artificial as both the441

particle-particle and particle-hole interactions contribute442

to formation of the in-gap exciton33. We also note that443

recent theoretical studies show that nematic fluctuations444

can enhance the s-wave Cooper pairing and thus explain445

the enhancement of Tc near the nematic quantum critical446

point69,70.447
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V. CONCLUSIONS448

In conclusion, we used polarization-resolved electronic449

Raman spectroscopy to probe the electronic properties of450

Ba1−xKxFe2As2 in the normal and SC states as a func-451

tion of doping (0.25≤x≤0.6). We find that temperature452

dependent quadrupolar nematic fluctuations are univer-453

sally present for all studied doping range. The derived454

dynamic response static Raman susceptibility χB2g
(0, T )455

is larger than χB1g
(0, T ), suggesting that nematic fluc-456

tuations of the XY symmetry dominate. In particular,457

the temperature dependence of the static Raman suscep-458

tibility χB2g
(0, T ) in the under-doped sample is consis-459

tent with measurements of the elastic modulus C66(T ),460

suggesting that the XY -symmetry electronic fluctuations461

and the lattice are strongly coupled.462

In the SC state, for the optimally doped regime, we463

detected three features in the B2g symmetry Raman re-464

sponse: two pair breaking peaks at 70 cm−1 (8.75 meV)465

and 172 cm−1 (21.5 meV) corresponding to a small and466

a large gap, and an in-gap collective mode at 140 cm−1467

(17.5 meV). For the over-doped regime, similar three fea-468

tures in B2g channel were observed: two pair breaking469

peaks at 50 cm−1 (6.25 meV) and 115 cm−1(14.38 meV),470

and an in-gap mode at 162 cm−1 (20.25 meV). We dis-471

cuss scenarios for the origin of the in-gap modes including472

the mixture of Bardasis-Schrieffer-like and Pomeranchuk-473

like excitons. The binding energy of the in-gap mode in-474

creases from optimal doping to over-doping, suggesting475

a possible transition from nodeless s± order parameter476

to a nodal d-wave order parameter at higher K doping477

concentration.478

In the under-doped regime, the B2g symmetry pair479

breaking peak corresponding to the large gap is unde-480

tectable. We detected a sharp pair breaking peak at481

60 cm−1 (3.8 meV) corresponding to the small gap. In482

addition, the shape of the spectral background changes483

at 10 K, suggesting two distinct SC phases in the under-484

doped regime. We observed a broader peak at 95 cm−1485

above 10 K, which we assign to the collective in-gap mode486

in the under-doped regime.487
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